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It would appear that we have to wait a little longer then before our lives start to return - even to the "new 
normal". We are so fortunate here in Devon to have had relatively low cases of Covid and it is good to 
see so many people getting out and enjoying our town and village centres as well as our countryside - 
whilst continuing to take the care they have taken over the past eighteen months. 

The magazine this month reflects a number of stories of how people have been coping in tough times 
when businesses have suffered and people have often struggled to cope with loneliness, fear and 
anxiety. But such stories are truly uplifting - from the kindness of one of our farming familes to arrange a 
visit for a resident of Abbeyfield Stanhope to the shops on Honiton High Street coming together to boost 
trade through their Fiver Fest in June. What an amazing community we are privileged to live in. 

We also are very much looking forward to what July is bringing us. Traditionally a time of fetes, shows 
and gatherings, the ongoing news from the Government has made people very cautious about going 
ahead with plans - and much, of course, for very good reasons has been cancelled or postponed. 
However, if you look through the What's On pages and also the Community News section you will see 
there is still much going on - and much planned. 

We would particularly like to congratulate Honiton Hot Pennies on taking the decision to go ahead with  
this ancient ceremony this year - celebrating 800 years of Honiton fair. Honiton Show, Honiton Charter 
Day and Gate to Plate are also all planning to go ahead - together with smaller but no less important 
events such as the wonderful Villages in Action at Goren Farm and the Open Gardens at Combe 
Raleigh, not forgetting the stunning Beehive in Honiton which is starting to open up. Do try to support 
these activities - but make sure you stay safe in these continuing uncertain times. 

Finally please remember to support our local businesses, for whom your custom is so important. 
Perhaps visit Combe Garden Centre - there's always room for another plant, call in for a meal at The 
White Hart in Wilmington, order wonderful local produce  from In My Back Yard or stock up at Combe 
Farm Shop, buy some treats and stop for a coffee and cake at 4 You From Me - just don't forget to let 
them know you saw their advert in Honiton & Village News!

Our advertisers are the reason this magazine continues to flourish and be free of charge - make sure 
you check out what they all have to offer.

And have a lovely summer - let's hope the sun shines.



LOCAL FARMERS MAKE DERHOD'S DREAM COME TRUE
Back in March 2020 I received this letter from a gentleman who lives at Abbeyfield in Honiton High Street.

We kept in touch and met over a coffee at The Boston Tea Party when regulations allowed. 

After over a year waiting to visit our farms in Awliscombe and the surrounding countryside because of the Covid 
restrictions, we finally managed to give Dermod the afternoon out he was waiting so patiently for.

Thanks to our neighbours Phillip and Annabel Caple, who own Quantec AWD, who offered to use one of their vehicles, a 
Land Rover Defender 6x6, we turned up outside his window in the High Street to surprise him. Dermod sat in the 
passenger seat while four of us sat safely in the seats on top of the back of the Land Rover.

We went through fields and the River Wolf, right up to the top of Bushy Knapp, 113 metres above sea level, stopping to 
admire the stunning views. Then back to Ivedon Farm for a cream tea.

Dermod was delivered home after another lovely journey through country lanes and woodland. The weather was glorious 
which made the day even more special!

by Nicky Pring

Dear Sir

As a resident in Abbeyfield Each day during the 
epidemic I can look to the distant horizon and see your 
inspiring Bracken Hill (Down). 

May I seek your permission to visit this glorious site 
when the epidemic has finished.

Yours sincerely

Derhod

PS I just celebrated my 90th birthday a few days ago.

Don't forget to send us your stories about life and 
people in Honiton and the villages. 

Send your story to

honitonvillagenews@gmail.com



CELEBRATING THE FIRST YEAR OF COMBE FARM SHOP
We cannot believe that it has been almost a year since we opened the doors of 
Combe Farm Shop. We?ve had a great year and would like to thank all our 
customers and friends for their support. Opening our doors in the middle of a 
global pandemic has been challenging at times and we couldn?t have done it 
without the help of our fantastic team.

We?ve made a few changes since we opened, expanding our range of stock, 
tweaking recipes, learning and listening to our customers. We've opened our 
takeaway where you can get brilliant tasty hot food as well as locally ground 
coffees and of course we have installed our Hollis Mead organic milk vending 
machine. The milk machine has been a great success and we have had 
fantastic feedback about the range of products (even if sometimes the vending 
machine doesn?t always behave itself!) which include butter and yoghurts. We 
will shortly be adding a milkshake machine so you will be able to add fresh fruit 
syrups to your bottles of milk. In the upcoming months a small range of organic 
cheeses will be available too.

We are so proud of our butchery counter where we focus on locally sourced and 
ethically produced high quality meat.  Our butcher, Simon, is constantly coming 
up with new and innovative ways of presenting our meat, be it high quality cuts 
of Devon Ruby Red grass fed beef or new and interesting flavours of sausage.  
If there is anything you want he can usually satisfy your needs. Freshly baked 
bread is available daily and, for those of you with a sweet tooth, our Baker 
Abigail is always coming up with delectable treats and cakes.

We are really looking forward to the future and slowly expanding the shop to have an even bigger range of local produce.

Again thank you to everyone for their support and we look forward to welcoming new and returning customers in the year 
ahead.

Joanna and the Combe Farm Shop team





BOOK REVIEW
by John Burgess

Go Set A Watchman by Harper Lee
In the Spring of 1957, an American publisher received a first novel from 31-year-old Harper 
Lee. ?The spark of the true writer flashed in every line," her editor said, but nevertheless 
declared it not fit for publication - ?more a series of anecdotes than a fully conceived novel". 
Lee and her editor completely reworked the manuscript and three years later  one of the 
great classics of the 20th Century, To Kill A Mockingbird, was published.

For me, and for many others, it is in the top rank of favourite novels, and Atticus Finch is one 
of the great literary heroes. So, when the reclusive Harper Lee published Go Set A 
Watchman in 2015, a supposed sequel, it created a stir. Atticus Finch of all people had 
turned racist, the saint had turned devil and so I determined never to read it. But, horror of 
horrors, last year it was chosen for our book group and I had to bite the bullet. What a 
revelation - I loved it and read it twice!

Go Set A Watchman is not a sequel but the original manuscript from 1957. Set 20 years on from To Kill A Mockingbird, 
?Colour-blind? Jean Louise Finch returns to her hometown to find her New York values are not only at odds with Maycomb 
but tragically at odds with her much-revered Father and her would-be husband. The flashbacks to childhood, where black 
and white lived alongside each other in a separated harmony and where six-year-old Scout had no understanding of the 
currents building in the black community, contrast sharply with the present where the currents are running strong, and the 
demand for equal rights is not only tearing the community apart but also tearing Jean Louise from those she holds dear.

At a church service she hears this text from Isaiah:

?For thus hath the Lord said unto me, Go, set a watchman, let him declare what he seeth.? (Is 21:6)

?Fallen, fallen is Babylon; And all the images of her gods are shattered on the ground.?

Isaiah sees the coming destruction of Babylon and liberation of the Jews from captivity, and Jean Louise, likewise, sees 
the coming liberation of African Americans from subservience to full citizenship-  but her contemporaries are oblivious. In 
a social gathering, young women she grew up with talk openly of doing away with" the Negro race". She thinks, ?I should 
like to take your head apart, put a fact in it, and watch it go its way through the runnels of your brain until it comes out of 
your mouth. We were both born here, we went to the same schools, we were taught the same things. I wonder what you 
saw and heard.?

At a key point in the novel she confronts Atticus and her language is visceral:

?Atticus, I?m throwing it at you and I?m gonna grind it in: you better go warn your younger friends that if they want to 
preserve Our Way of Life, it begins at home. It doesn?t begin with the schools or the churches or anyplace but home. Tell 
'em that, and use your blind, immoral, misguided, nigger - lovin? daughter as your example. Go in front of me with a bell 
and say, ?Unclean!?

She wants no more to do with Maycomb and no more to do with Atticus. But her uncle halts her flight. He says she has 
revered her father too much and turned him into a god - ?And all the images of her gods are shattered on the ground.?

Go Set A Watchman is an uncompromising call for justice seen through the eyes of an adult, but it was transformed into 
To Kill A Mockingbird narrated by a child. Was this because Harper Lee could not reconcile the Old Testament voice of the 
prophet calling for justice with the New Testament message of forgiveness? To Kill A Mockingbird removed the conflict 
between Atticus and Jean Louise and he was able to stand, Christ-like, for mercy and forgiveness.

If you have never read either, then do read To Kill A Mockingbird. But I found Go Set A Watchman far more powerful in the 
themes it explores; more realistic and less idealistic than To Kill A Mockingbird.





by Chris Harwood

A WALK UP AND ALONG PEN HILL - A SIDBURY GEM 

Map OS Explorer 115 ? Exmouth & Sidmouth. 1:25000.

6.8 miles.

Must be honest - a wee bit steep for short stretch near the end BUT incredible views from Pen Hill,  glorious long 
green lane and long downhill to finish!

Chris, who lives in Talaton, has been a keen walker and mountaineer all his life, enjoying hikes throughout the UK and abroad. He 
has written 3 books describing the scenic wonders of East Devon, the Tale Valley and beyond. His informal and approachable style 
encourages all to get out and explore. "Great Walks in East Devon", "More Great Walks in East Devon" and "Great Walks around 
Ottery St Mary" are on sale at Talaton's Community Shop, Whimple Stores and the Curious Otter Bookshop in Ottery St Mary.

Start from the free (this could change!) car park in 
Sidbury, East Devon. (Grid ref SY 388 918). Return to the 
main road and turn right down to the church. Follow aptly 
named Church Street round the back of the church and, 
passing over the old brick bridge, move on to a junction. 
Left here towards Cotford and in about 600m at the main 
road turn right. Short nasty bit of road for about 300m then 
right to Roncombe and Sand.

In 400m, having passed the historic house and garden on 
your right, look for the Public Footpath off left through 
double metal gates. Follow this good, wide stony track for 
some way bearing sharp right uphill before the gate and at 
the yellow arrow. Follow the hedge uphill ? bit steep but 
take time to look back at the views ? to the small wooden 
gate. Into the woods, meandering uphill and round to soon 
emerge into the open. Onwards along the ridge to the 
unmarked summit of Pen Hill. (Not too critical, plenty of 
trunks for a coffee break) Forwards along the broad ridge 
towards the trees, looking for the solitary marker post 
directing you to the left. Almost immediately, sharp right 
on a thin grassy track into the trees. Now you follow the 
good track through a really magical avenue of trees and 
scrub. Straight on, ignoring the footpath sign to the right. 
Eventually, a wooden gate. Again, onwards across open 
ground towards the farm buildings and here follow well 
signed path round to the left of the buildings to emerge on 
a good stony wide track. Left here on a good and very 
peaceful farm lane for about 1 Km.

Within sight of the main road take the Public Bridleway to 
the right along a tarmac road and on the bend carry 
straight on through a couple of gates. At the path junction, 
bear right into the woods via a small metal gate. Move left 
around the large house then left again downhill, leaving 
the gardened area to emerge on steep open ground. Look 
for the solitary marker post and aim diagonally left steeply 
downhill towards the centre of the scrub and bracken. Bit 
diffuse here but there is a track through bearing right at 
the bottom near the trees and then about 20m before an 
old metal gate bear left into the woods via a couple of 
stiles. Using the wooden walkways emerge into open 
sloping grassland. Wander diagonally down to the left 
aiming for a small gate about 100m to the left of the 
buildings. 

Follow the signed path through the holiday complex ? 
HPB Lower Knapps Farm ? and then down the concrete 

road to the Public Highway. Amble right for a few hundred 
metres and take the Public Bridleway off left, opposite the 
farm complex. Pass over the stream and then right uphill.

This is the earlier mentioned Wee Bit Steep section! Take 
it slowly and emerge into much easier pastureland and 
track up to the road. Maybe a breather here but then right 
for a short way to find the Public Footpath signed to 
Sidbury off to the right beside a house. Few nettles here 
so maybe not shorts! Now, on the East Devon Way, ? a 
gem. Over a Km of a wonderful downhill track through 
woods to emerge into open pasture. Straight across here 
towards the trees. Take a moment to look over to the right 
to see Pen Hill and the start of your walk ? a wonderful 
horseshoe. Take the stile / gate into the woods and soon 
emerge into a small area of grassland. Curve up and right 
to the road. Right here and, yes, downhill on the very 
quiet lane to the junction. Left and then first right back to 
the church.



 

F
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NATURE NOTES

Following a collapse in their population in the 1980?s and 90?s, 
House Sparrows are back in abundance. Around my house it 
seems to be Sparrow Central. We have had a couple of broods 
raised in the hole on the house wall, and had other families raised 
in the nest boxes on the same wall.  Every morning they 
descended on the garden and systematically searched for insects 
for their ever demanding chicks. They largely ignored my presence 
and even used my hat as a perch if I stayed still long enough. The 
youngsters are now independent and visit the garden themselves 
and whilst I welcome their presence they are a bit of a problem 
when we put out the moth trap.

Our new moth trap is a lot easier 
to erect and attracts many 
moths, although numbers are 
down a lot this year, probably 
because of the cold wet Spring. 

We switch it on as soon as it gets dark and are up early in the morning to 
eagerly inspect the contents. Whilst most of the moths end up in the trap a 
few decide to rest up on the house wall behind the trap in full view of our 
insect hunting sparrows. It?s a case of finding the moths and putting them in 

pots before they become 
breakfast snacks for our 
hungry birds.

The moths from the wall and the trap are placed in pots to be 
identified and recorded to be added to the county records. They 
are then released during the hours of darkness when they are 
safe from our marauding sparrows. 

Many of the moths can on first appearance look rather dull, 
however the use of a magnifying glass reveals the often stunning 
features of these insects. There are however some moths that 
don?t need magnifying to identify, and one of them visited our 
moth trap recently. The Poplar Hawk Moth is our largest moth 
with a wingspan of 10cm or 4 inches. They are common and 
whilst they are inactive during the day they can with care can be 
coaxed onto your finger for a photo. Just keep an eye out for the 
sparrows

Looking for Breakfast

The re-establishment of the Red Kite in Southern England and 
elsewhere in the UK is one of the great conservation success stories 
of recent years. Whilst there are no records yet of these raptors 
breeding in Devon we have regular visits from a small number of 
non-breeding birds from late March through to July.  This year 
however there has been an increase in sightings. I have seen two of 
these glorious birds over my Honiton garden and individuals flying 
over Offwell and Dumpdon. There was also a sighting of six just 
below Gittisham Common. Hopefully with this increase we may soon 
see them breeding in Devon.

If you have seen any Red Kites please let us know 
onhonitonvillagenews@gmail.com

Photograph of Red Kite courtesy of  Chris Grady www.chrisgradyphotography.co.uk





THE VEXATIONS OF VERA VAUGHAN

The telephone beside my bed rings incessantly. It is one thirty 
in the morning, and who can it be? Hmmm! none other than 
Gertie from Gittisham pleading with me to write her page, as 
she has been called away .?Called away where?? I ask in a 
disbelieving tone, annoyed with myself for answering a call at 
such an unearthly hour. A snort and she hangs up ? such a 
vexation and such a vexatious woman. 

So, Gertie has gone on a gadabout with Covid cases on the 
increase, and I must step up to the challenge of writing an 
article in these dark, lonely hours before the editorial team at 

the Honiton & Village News go to print.  Wretched, wretched, selfish woman! I need to heed the wise words of Karl Krauss 
(1874 - 1936) when giving the definition of a journalist: ?a person without any ideas but with an ability to express them; a 
writer whose skill is improved by a deadline: the more time [s/he] has, the worse [s/he] writes? . How very true, especially 
so with Gertie, who usually allows at least two weeks to ?perfect? her articles for this auspicious publication. And how very 
fortunate it is that I can call upon my extensive training in Fleet Street, which has prepared me for such an eventuality as 
this last minute deadline. So I sigh, arise and go to my computer, facing, hollow-eyed, the dread of the night. I wrap my 
tattered ?famous blue raincoat? around my being and stare bleakly at the empty screen, the empty page, the empty square 
of night-blackened window and know I am vexed beyond reason. It is like looking into the abyss of a teapot devoid of 
teabags.

I can only conclude that Gertie is not alone in her moment of madness, her abandonment of her duties as I have seen the 
best minds of my generation destroyed by lockdown. I know of those who will not rise from their bed until the cryptic 
crossword from ?The Telegraph? is completed and I know of those that rant and rave, ?starving, hysterical, naked, dragging 
themselves through? country lanes at dawn, bleating at slumbering sheep, looking for lost chickens . . .

Oh Dear Gertie from Gittisham! I was with you in lock down,

when you were climbing the walls

I was with you in lock down

when you could not drink tea with your neighbours in Church Mead

I was with you in lock down

when you felt very strange

I was with you in lock down

when your sister Birdie massacred your Christmas decoration

I was with you in lock down

when you snapped the handle of your broom and could sweep no more

I was with you in lock down

when your condition became serious and was reported in the Gittisham Gazette

Which reminds me dear readers that it is Gertie who brought me to Devon. I was so happy in London, but she insisted 
that retiring to the West Country would suit my frenetic personality.

How wrong she has been. Locked down in the depths of the countryside has brought me nothing but misery, heaped 
upon misery. I am woken at dawn by frightful birds twittering away outside of my bedroom window. I cannot easily get to 
the shops as I have never driven a car, and I have found to my horror there is no Deliveroo; what?s more, since the 
pandemic I cannot get a reliable delivery from any supermarket, as all the slots are taken. When I walk out on a 
mid-summer?s morn there are clods of earth from tractor tyres and a shocking, gaseous smell of something my 
neighbours call ?slurry? pervading the whole village. Everything is brown, brown, brown for at least eight months of the 
year, and the weather seems to do nothing but rain, with winds howling causing havoc to my hair, home and garden. One 
day I hired a taxi to take me to the Vaccine Centre and I sat, fuming in the car, watching my fare increase by the minute 
as cows ambled across the road indifferent to my dilemma. I find this growth they call ?silage? leaves a nasty aftertaste in 
one?s mouth.

Another matter is that of street lights. This is the twenty-first century, not the seventeenth century. The country lanes are 
so dark and forbidding ? you would think by now someone would have come up with the idea of providing some form of 
lighting to assist one daring to venture out after dark. I simply cannot cope a moment longer and as soon as is possible I 
will be heading back to the bright lights of the city. I would be exceedingly grateful if any reader can recommend a reliable 
estate agent. My draughty, rat-infested cottage is definitely for sale.

in conversation with Allen Ginsberg





FAMILY FUN ON THE NORTH DEVON COAST

After a long year whilst we waited for restrictions to be lifted, we 
were finally able to go on a holiday with my husband's family in 
June. His parents and brothers (Liz, Ian, William and Edward) live in 
Durham, a very long way from Devon!  We hadn't seen them for 
over a year and Emily and Nancy have changed a lot since then! 
We had rented a house in Croyde, north Devon. After an exhausting 
seven hours of packing (and that isn't an exaggeration!) we finally 
set off.

Croyde is located about twenty minutes from Barnstaple, on the 
north coast just past Braunton. I hadn't been to Croyde before but I 
have visited Saunton Sands a few times, which is just around the 
headland. On the other side of Croyde is another lovely beach, 
called Putsborough, and then Woolacombe.

George's family arrived at 7pm, after their long drive. The rental 
house was perfect for all of us (6 adults, two children and a dog!), 
with a big garden. After a good night's sleep everyone set off with 
Emily for a walk along the coast path towards Baggy Point, a 
beautiful National Trust nature area on the headland, leaving me to 
relax in the garden with Nancy.

In the afternoon we strolled down to Croyde beach, which is a huge 
expanse of sand backed by enormous dunes. It was a really hot day 
and so the beach was absolutely packed, but it's so wide and long 
there was plenty of space. Emily has a new wetsuit and she was 
thrilled to try it out in the waves. George and his two brothers took 
out their new bodyboard, which was great fun! I think they have a lot 
to learn before they can join the surfers on the large breakers in the 
bay though!

On another day we decided to go Putsborough beach, which allows 
dogs. Liz and Ian decided to walk there along the coast path, taking 
Lottie with them. Lottie was thrilled with all the extra walks she was 
getting! George went on his bike through the lanes with Emily riding 
on the back. We all met up on the beach, which is another fantastic 
space for kids and dogs to run riot. Emily, George and Liz all swam, 
even though it was a cold and blustery day. Nancy was very happy 
sitting on the sand and making holes with her spade and rake. We'd 
also packed a new kite and Emily had an amazing time learning to 
fly it - and this huge beach was the perfect place for it!

We enjoyed another lovely walk, from along the coast at the village 
of Mortehoe, where we set out along the rocky coastal path with 
grazing sheep. Emily loved watching the waves and looking for 
seals, which Liz and Ian managed to spot! After this long walk some 
of us went into Croyde for a cream tea in a gorgeous tea shop. We 
sat in the garden which was full of lavender and flowers, and Nancy 
had her first taste of a Devon scone!

On our final day we drove to Lee, which is a tiny harbour. The drive 
down the single track lane was pretty hairy in our big car, but it was 
worth it when we saw the beautiful harbour. Everyone really enjoyed 
playing on the beach. Lottie loves to paddle and swim and Emily 
was busy 'rescuing' sea snails by putting them into a bucket of 
seawater. We had a lovely picnic on the beach before heading 
home for naptime!

Seven days of holiday flew by and we had such a lovely time. It was 
so busy but it was great seeing Emily and Nancy spend time with 
their family, which is so important. George and I have already said 
we'd like to rent the house next summer as we all had such a great 
time!

by Kate Baxter



ACCESSORISING YOUR GARDEN AT THE SALEROOM
by Liz Chilcott

Last week I spent two days in an ancient farmyard in North 
Devon - we had a sale on public view. The items available for 
inspection were a collection of granite and stone troughs. 
These were sold at our auction on Saturday 12th June; the 
prices achieved ranged from £400-580.

Over the past five years we have seen the rise and rise of 
popularity of anything associated with the garden; even in the 
depths of winter there is a bidding battle over mossy pots, 
lichen covered lions and weathered benches.

People want to accessorise their outdoor spaces, creating 
focal points and features - and buying ?pre-loved? items means 
that the pieces do not look jarringly new. Reconstituted stone 
statues, once weathered, give the appearance of historic 
sculptures, and lichen-mottled pots purvey a perception of 
permanence.

Now, when we are asked to clear the contents of a property, 
we always ask if there is anything in the garden. When preparing for the sale, we inspect and catalogue the pieces in the 
same way as we would for antique furniture - check for makers' plaques, splits, damage, or repair, and include the 
dimensions.

Not everything will be worth taking to auction - as usual ?quality will out?. Last year we sold a stunningly designed garden 
seat, pictured, for £420, even though it was in extremely poor condition; the reason - it was by high class maker ?Gaze 
Burvill?.

If you are wanting to buy a special something for your garden, please remember Chilcotts, now in Honiton High Street - 
you never know what you will find at the auction.



SUMMER SUPERSTARS
by Andrea Rye, Combe Garden Centre

All plants have their virtues, except possibly Japanese Knotweed, but some should be staples 
of the garden if you have the right spot because of what they bring to the brief months of fine 
weather when we are in our gardens most. 

These are some of my favourite showstoppers

Verbena officinalis var. grandiflora ?Bampton?

This version of vervain was bred in Devon and since I came across it a few years ago it makes 
me wish for a bigger garden every summer. It is a delicious perennial with deep green divided 
leaves that look slightly purple as they are exposed to more sun and dark purple black stems 
that become topped with a multitude of flower spikes of tiny delicate lilac pink flowers from 

June to September.

It is a perfect plant for prairie or cottage garden style planting as it is so fluffy in texture. It is also a prolific self seeder so is 
vigorously pollinated; I never see bees on the tiny flowers but our often forgotten, important night pollinators love it and 
moths flit round it all evening. If you have room try it or turf out an under-performer and plant some.

Lychnis flos-cucli ?Jenny?

This plant is my latest favourite, partly because it grows flower stems bearing incredible, fluffy, candy floss pink flowers all 
summer and into autumn, and because Jenny is the name of my best friend, who is also gorgeous and fabulous. Every 
time we manage to get some in the garden centre I want to buy more because it is just a cloud of wonderfully pink, fluffy 
flowers. Lychnis ?Jenny? is a double form and was discovered in Dorset; it will grow in part shade or full sun and likes 
plenty of water but good drainage. Give spent flower stems a cut back to encourage more later in the season.

Jasminum polyanthemum

This one deserves the title of showstopper even if it is a brute and a thug. Several years ago I decided to try to get rid of 
my jasmine as it was bullying my climbing roses - and gave myself a hip injury trying to tear it out, so be aware that it is 
very hard to remove! Also it is annoying as it produces its flowers so early that they often get frosted off but the divine 
scent of them in spring and early summer is worth protecting them with fleece through the worst frosts. 

This evergreen climber is considered an invasive nuisance in some countries; it will grow in part shade but does best in a 
warm sheltered spot - on a brick wall is ideal. The stems become such a mess I get impatient and (to my shame!) take my 
pruning obsessed sister-in-law?s approach and just hack it back so it doesn?t take over. This does not seem to affect 
flowering at all but if you have the patience and are good with tangles and knots, cut back side stems after flowering.

Salvias

I can?t write about just one salvia! It's like trying to choose just one star in the sky because they are the hardest working 
flowerers. They come in all kinds of colours and some flower in early spring while others give you incredibly vibrant colour 
into November, not to mention support a multitude of pollinators. 

The woody salvias are shrubby, partially evergreen, tidy growers and don?t give a damn what soil they are in so long as 
they have good drainage, this is essential for all types really, especially in winter. 

Woody ones you may know include the ubiquitous ?Hot Lips?, ?Amethyst Lips?, ?Cherry Lips? and the gorgeous ?Peach 
Parfait? (it is so yummy I turfed out a delphinium to fit that one in my garden and it was worth it). 

Equally wonderful are the Salvia Guaraniticas; Amante is utterly beautiful with pinky red purple flowers and very dark 
calyx and stems, Black and Blue has the same dark calyx and lavender blue flowers, and the ?Wishes? series are all 
fantastic and bring bright late summer colour to beds and borders (?Wishes and Kisses? and ?Love and Wishes? are 
delectable). They are ideal in pots, as is the true blue flowering Salvia patens. 

All of them are hardy down here in Devon so add them to your garden for a vibrant autumn.



TALKING MEMORIES AT THE LIBRARY
A special collection of 
puzzles, games, books, 
items to touch and replica 
vintage pieces has been 
put together by Libraries 

Unlimited to help people with dementia and memory loss. 

The Talking Memories reminiscence collection has been 
gathered together in Barnstaple Library. It?s the first of its 
kind but it?s hoped further collections will be put together 
for loaning out.

Lisa D?Alberti, Senior Supervisor at Barnstaple Library, 
said: ?We?ve worked hard to ensure all our libraries are 
Dementia-friendly places. This means they are welcoming 
and easy to use for people who have the condition, and 
their carers, who come to us for books, DVDs, computer 
use, music, our groups and many other services. But we?re 
aware that for many with a more advanced stage of the 
condition, visiting our buildings is impossible. This special 
collection is being loaned out to care homes, groups, day 
care and individuals to use in workshops or just as a 
springboard to spark conversations, and is completely free 
to borrow.? 

The collection is extensive and can be curated on request 
into themed packs such as childhood, home, garden, 
holidays, sport and World War II. The Talking Memories 
reminiscence collection is free to borrow. Although it?s 
based at Barnstaple Library it can be reserved and 
collected from any library in Devon and Torbay.

Lisa D?Alberti added: ?We are also looking to increase the 
collection to include items from more recent decades to 
cater for those with early onset dementia in their 40s or 
50s.? There are staff trained as Dementia Friends at most 
libraries in Devon and Torbay. They can give advice and 
ideas about living with dementia or caring for someone 
with the condition. 

Libraries Unlimited also stocks a range of Reading Well 
books to support carers, family and friends. Longer loans 
can be arranged as well as loans through a nominated 
person with a Good Neighbour library card. 

The Home Library Service in Devon and Books on Wheels 
in Torbay can deliver a range of items including large print 
books, audiobooks, DVDs and picture books to people?s 
homes. 

To register and borrow from the Talking Memories collection visit Devon Libraries or Torbay Libraries. 

Libraries Unlimited is the charity responsible for running Devon and Torbay Libraries. For further information 
and full contact details please visit our web page www.librariesunlimited.org.uk Find us on Facebook ? 

Libraries Unlimited

In the now closed St Michael's Church in Honiton is a memorial to 
Captain Blagdon Westcott.

 He went to sea at the age of 25 and was with Nelson in the Battle of the 
Nile where he was tragically killed. 

When he visited Honiton years later Lord Nelson met Westcott?s mother. 
After discovering that she had not received her son?s medal he gave her 

his own gold medal saying that he hoped it was of no less value 
because he had worn it.

DID YOU KNOW?



WHAT'S ON

Summer Cinema at The Beehive
Join us at a cinema screening this month and enjoy the unique, immersive film experience that only cinemas can 
provide. All will take place with social distancing between groups and at reduced capacity so be sure to pre-book 
tickets in plenty of time.

We begin July with a heart-warming British movie that celebrates community. Dream Horse(PG) on Friday 2nd July at 
7.30pm is the inspiring true story of Dream Alliance, an unlikely racehorse bred by small town Welsh bartender. On 
Saturday 10th July at 7.30pm we have the Oscar-winning film Sound of Metal(15). ?A film that deserves to be seen by 
the widest possible audience, reminding us of cinema's unique ability to challenge, entertain, uplift and unite? says 
Mark Kermode of The Observer. Ruben is a drummer in 
a band who unexpectedly loses his hearing while 
touring. He becomes overwhelmed by anxiety and his 
life is thrown into turmoil. In a group home for deaf 
addicts, Ruben must choose between his new deaf 
community and the life of sound he left behind.

Anthony Hopkins gives a raw, vulnerable, Oscar-winning 
performance as an elderly man suffering from dementia 
in The Father(12A) Friday 16th July 7.30pm which also 
stars Olivia Colman as his long suffering daughter. Our 
Nostalgic Cinema screenings return on Thursday 22nd 
July 2pm with Doris Day & Howard Keel in Calamity 
Jane(U) (subtitled). Then, it?s time to find out just how 
the fashionable Cruella de Vil came to be one of 
Disney's most notorious villains. She's brilliant, bad, and 
a little bit mad. Cruella(12A),with fantastic performances 
from Emma Stone and Emma Thompson, is an end of 
term treat on Friday 23rd July 7.30pm.

Keep your eye on our website as we eagerly anticipate 
the return of our local Honiton Community Theatre 
company with an Inspector Pratt Comedy Murdered to 
Death on 28th-29th July.

Our summer cinema season continues in August and 
includes Lin-Manuel Miranda's latest musical film In the 
Heights, After Love, Willy Wonka and the Chocolate 
Factory and Andre Rieu: Together Again Summer 
Concert. In early September, NT Live screenings will 
recommence with Stephen Sondheim?s musical Follies.

Many thanks for supporting The Beehive. We look 
forward to seeing you soon.

Honiton Market Charter Day - Saturday 31 July
Excitement is continuing to mount for this year?s Honiton Market Charter Day, to be held on Saturday July 31st.

In what promises to be a great day out for everyone after a long and difficult year, there will be a host of activities, 
including a falconry display, a tractor and classic car run and a medieval encampment at Allhallows. For this special 
event marking the 800th anniversary of the Honiton Fair, Charter Day will even include a battle re-enactment.

All the traditional favourites are also back, including performances by Honiton Gymnastics, a hog roast, a dog show 
and a host of charity stalls.

The Chairman of the organising committee, Terry Darrant, said: ?Our theme this year is ?Medieval to Tudor? and we're 
going to have lots of entertainment in keeping with that theme.?

The High Street will also be a hive of activity, with live music all day outside St. Paul?s Church and entertainment on the 
corner of New Street.

Terry Darrant added: ?We've also been lucky enough to have many of the shops agree to specially dress their windows 
(and themselves) so we hope everyone will take the time to visit the High Street on the day.?

Everyone is warmly invited to come along and enjoy a great day out in Honiton on July 31st.





WHAT'S ON

Performed by Miracle Theatre 
Company and brought to Devon 
through Villages in Action rural 
touring scheme. Outdoor, socially 
distanced theatre in a beautiful 
wildflower meadow.

Written & directed by Bill Scott, 
with original music by Tom Adams.

October 1957: the world lives in 
fear of nuclear war, Russia has 

launched Sputnik 1, UFOs are cropping up everywhere, 
MI5 is on high alert and Stanley is building something in 
his garden shed. He may live in suburbia but, in his mind, 
Stanley is voyaging through outer space. He hopes to 
make contact with other life forms. His neighbour, Gwen, 
thinks he should be exploring the unknown much closer 
to home?

A cosmic comedy about obsession and the rekindling of 
love, hope and possibility.

1hr 10 mins, no interval. Everyone welcome, but as a 
guide we recommend the show for age 7+

Other information

Goren farmyard, cider museum and wildflower meadows 

are all accessible 
earlier for exploring & 
refreshments. Please 
bring a low-backed 
chair or rug, snuggly 
warm clothes and a 
torch. No show 
seating available.

Composting loos 
available and wild 
camping pitches may 
be pre-booked along 
with hot food. Devon 
cream teas available 
in the afternoons. Delicious Apple Juice and Cider too! 

Goren Farm is a beautiful venue with over 70 acres of 
ancient wildflower meadows, orchards, traditional farm 
buildings, informal gardens, greenhouses and a walled 
garden. Near Stockland Mast please follow the signage 
for parking and walk down to the farm. Goren Farm, 
Stockland,EX14 9EN. https://www.goren.co.uk/

Adult £14.00 Child/student £8.00 Family £40.00 ? plus 
a 50p booking fee and must be pre-booked through 

www.villagesinaction.co.uk

Starcrazy
Saturday 17th July 2021,7pm at Goren Farm the show site opens at 6pm

Honiton Hot Pennies Tuesday 27 July 

Having been forced to cancel the Ceremony last year, 
there is a huge sense of both optimism and relief that in 
this, the 800th anniversary year of the granting of 
Honiton?s Royal Charter, Honiton Hot Pennies which 
traditionally marks the beginning of ?Fair Week? will take 
place once again. 

In recognition of this milestone and to celebrate the return 
to a ?new normal? there will be various attractions in the 
build-up to the start so come along and join in the fun 
before the Town Crier in his traditional costume complete 
with Tricorn hat hoists the wonderfully decorated 
Garlanded Pole to lead the crowds through the town, 
stopping at various hostelries and historic buildings from 
which the Pennies will be thrown, starting at the 
customary hour of 12noon outside The Holt with the 
famous ?Ye Glove is up .... cry? and the throwing of the first 
?Hot Pennies?

From here the garlanded pole will be carried up the High 
Street with a stop en route for more throwing out of 
Pennies at various locations, finishing in the centre of the 
town at The Old Pannier Market where the Garlanded 
Pole will be fixed and after a final ?Cry?the Mayor will join 
the staff of The Bed Expert to throw out the last of the 
year?s Hot Pennies ...

Honiton Fair dates from 1221, originally held on Allhallows 
Eve and Allhallows Day (1st November), the date was 
changed in 1247 to the eve and feast of St Margaret in 
July.





WHAT'S ON
Honiton Show 5-6 August

The Honiton & District Agricultural Association is putting together a fabulous show in this it?s 130th year - and look 
forward to welcoming you all on Thursday 5th August and Friday 6th August for a great celebration of rural life. 

Our first two day show since our inception will allow visitors more space to enjoy all that?s on offer. The Main Ring will 
be buzzing with the fantastic Jason Smyth and his Adrenaline Tour. Viperaerobatics will have everyone looking to the 

skies whilst they perform two phenomenal flying displays in a beautiful iconic Pitts 
S2B Biplane.

The lower field incorporates all that is countryside with hurdle making, thatching and 
cob block demonstrations, a blacksmiths' guild, a trip down memory lane with vintage 
tractors, classic cars - and we look forward to hosting The West of England Hound 
Show on Thursday.

We are delighted to welcome Pirates of the Carabina performing their show Pirate 
Taxi on Friday, a small scale outdoor circus show with large tales to tell! A family 
friendly outdoor show suitable for adventurers of all ages with ingenious sets, 
extraordinary aerial, circus and music performed in, on and above an old-school 
London taxi.

We have entertainment in abundance for children with Professor Twistopher?s Punch 
and Judy, or maybe you?ll meet our animated friend, Sheridan the Sheepdog! We will 

have our wonderful dog show on both days, comprising both pedigree and classes for your pet pooch.

With over 400 trade stands there really is something of interest for all. We are delighted to introduce our new Village 
Green with a fabulous array of food and entertainment.

For further details on the show, schedules, sponsorship opportunities or details on becoming a member of the 
Association and enjoying all the benefits please contact the Secretary on 01404 41794, follow us on twitter 

@honitonshow1890 or visit info@honitonshow.co.uk. Tickets are available to purchase on-line via 
www.honitonshow.co.uk, just £16 per day and two accompanied children (under 16) are admitted free with a 

paying adult.

 Time to get your Dancing Shoes on!
After what seems an endless 
time of Zoom lessons, Line 
Dancing is back at The Beehive 
in Honiton with Marina and 
Chris. 

If you fancy an excellent form of 
physical exercise, whilst also 
exercising your brain as you 
commit steps to memory, then 
Line Dancing could be what you 
are looking for. And what's 

more, you don't even need a partner.

Why not spend an evening with a friendly group of people 
who have all been there before trying to work out the 
difference between a grapevine and coaster step - Marina 
and Chris take every dance slowly and the music is a real 
mix across all genres. 

So what's stopping you? Get in touch and you'll soon be 
joining in and forgetting all the worries of the world while you 
concentrate on making sure you are facing in the right 
direction!

Classes at The Beehive are on a Wednesday evening and 
Marina and Chris also hold beginner, intermediate and 
improver classes in Colyton and Exeter.

Contact marina@westernspirit.co.uk or visit 
www.westernspirit.co.uk

Open Gardens, Combe Raleigh 

17-18 July 1-6pm
It?s now seven years since we held our last open 
gardens weekend. Hard to believe so much time has 
elapsed since then. Way back in 2014 gardeners, 
would-be gardeners, non-gardeners and those at a 
loose end came to see how we had used our various 
plots of land. We may not necessarily aspire to the 
standards of Rosemoor or Wisley but we do have 
much to admire and visitors often get inspiration, as 
well as seeing how others deal with the sorts of 
problems they have.

So far there are 10 ? 12 villagers who will be opening 
their gardens for the enjoyment of others. The 
gardens of Combe Raleigh vary from tiny, to 
middling, to large, and each one of them is unique.

Our gardens may not be perfect.  Whose is?  More 
than anything else we hope our visitors will be 
looking to have a pleasant afternoon out and to 
congratulate themselves that, maybe, their gardens 
do not look so bad after all.

And, of course, there?s tea (in the walled garden at 
Combe Hill)! As a village we have quite a reputation 
for tea and cake. We will not disappoint in July!

Tickets £5, children free). Register at St Nicholas' 
Church EX14 4TG where you can  collect a map

For further details phone 0104 47156 or 43166







RESCUED BEAR CUBS ARRIVE AT FOREVER HOME IN DEVON
For the first time in its history, a Devon Wildlife Park has 
welcomed two Eurasian brown bear cubs and is giving 
visitors a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to get unique 
access to the siblings in their new habitat. Mish and Lucy, 
who are unable to return to the wild, arrived at their forever 
home at Wildwood Escot last month after a temporary stay 
at the Trust?s sister park in Kent. The pair, who were 
rescued from certain death in the Albanian mountains in 
2019, will be able to enjoy lots of enrichment at their new 
home, from trees to climb and earth dens to dig, to root 
balls, fallen trees, toys and rope challenges, and daily food 
treasure hunts. Visitors will also be able to book a ?Bear 
Experience?, giving them a unique opportunity to meet and 
learn all about the bears with exclusive behind the scenes 
access.

Wildwood Escot General Manager George Hyde said, ?We 
couldn?t be happier to have Mish and Lucy here after all 
this time. They?ll be the first bears we?ve ever had at the 
park and we?ve created a fantastic woodland home for 
them to explore and grow in. Lucy and Mish had a really 
tough start in life but really thrived under the care of our 
expert keepers in Kent. We can?t wait to continue the great 
rehabilitative work that the team has already started. We?re 
also really excited to be able to give visitors the park a 
once-in-a-lifetime chance to see the bears up close and 
learn all about them. They?ll even be able to scatter a feed, 
before meeting the bears and giving them a treat.?

The orphaned bears will begin life at Escot in a temporary 
residence, designed to offer them plenty of opportunities to 
explore, play and forage under the watchful eye of the 
charity?s expert animal team, all behaviours they would 

have learned in the wild. Later this summer, the bears  will 
move to a fantastic, custom-built acre-and-a-half, 
permanent enclosure in the park, the equivalent of about 
1.5 football fields. Everything will be left as natural as 
possible and will create a lifelong habitat for the cubs. 
Visitors to the park will be able to get up close to these 
extraordinary animals by walking on a very exciting ?bear 
bridge? which will link two sides of the exhibit and give 
guests a birds-eye view over the cubs? woodland home.

Vital funds are still needed to complete the bears' forever 
home. Donations can be made on the campaign website or 
by calling the donation hotline: 01227 712111.

To visit Mish and Lucy at Wildwood Escot, head to 
www.devon.wildwoodtrust.org. Visitors will need to 
pre-book for park entrance and bear experiences.



A VIEW FROM THE HILLS
by Miranda Gudenian

The man on the bicycle stopped by the garden gate. We 
passed the time of day as the sun blazed down upon our 
heads. He?d lived all his life in Taunton, he told me, but 
scarcely knew the Blackdown villages and had set himself 
the pleasant task of visiting each of them this year. So 
many steep roads on such a hot day! He took a swig from 
his water bottle. Could I please direct him to Admiral Sir 
Francis Drake?s manor house?

I explained that though the great seafarer bought the 
Yarcombe estate in 1581 ? it came with ?chattels, waifs, 
strayers, chattels of felons and fugitives? ? it wasn?t until 
1705 that the Drake family purchased the beautiful Tudor 
manor house.

My cyclist asked if there was much else to see in such a 
small village. There are harebells and meadowsweet, I told 
him, egrets in the river shallows, dormice in the hedgerows 
and a great deal besides. I gave him a brief portrait of the 
Parish and with a wave of his hand he pedalled away to 
explore. Then it occurred to me that you too, dear reader, 
might like to know more about the village photographed 
from the church tower and featured in this month?s Honiton 
& Village News.

It takes mere seconds to 
drive through Yarcombe on 
the A30, the old turnpike 
road, or on the A303 which 
bypasses Yarcombe?s 
accompanying hamlet of 
Marsh; steep roads with 
glorious panoramas of the 
Yarty valley and its 
enfolding hills - hills where 
ancient tribes wandered, 
leaving behind axe heads 
and worked flints which 
turn up in our gardens and 
fields. Two thousand years 
ago these borderlands 
became battlegrounds as 

the might of Rome marched west, a period that reveals 
itself in scatterings of heavy lumps of tap slag, remains of 
Roman iron smelting.

The earliest written reference to the village is a charter of 
854AD, defining the county boundary between Somerset 
and Devon at Erticoma and Le Mersch in Ertecomb; the 
name possibly derived from ?Yart?, an old British word for 
?fresh, vigorous water?.

At present there?s no fresh, vigorous water or any sort of 
refreshment at The Yarcombe Inn, though hopefully it 
won?t be long before the doors re-open to give the same 
warm welcome that medieval pilgrims received at this 
thatched Church House, the secular heart of the village 
then and now.

Until recently the Yarcombe Inn hid a remarkable secret 
within its walls. During repair work in the cellar in the 
mid-1990s, a Hamstone corbel was discovered, a horse?s 

head, dating from Norman times. Now known as ?The 
Yarcombe Horse? it resides at The Royal Albert Museum in 
Exeter, one of the earliest depictions in stone within the 
British Isles of a horse wearing a rope halter.

The Yarcombe Horse is thought to be the only surviving 
vestige of the Norman church that our present parish 
church replaced. It was in October 1311 that Bishop 
Stapledon dedicated the high altar. Today, the Church of 
St John the Baptist exudes serenity. Hatchments of 
Drake?s descendants adorn the walls and the tiled floor 
includes a unit representing the coat of arms which Queen 
Elizabeth I authorised Sir Francis to bear. During the Civil 
War, Puritans destroyed much of the fourteenth century 
window glass but high in the shadows of the north transept 
a precious fragment remains, an image of a pedlar who 
bears his pack on two poles supported across his 
shoulders.

Sweeping views from the churchyard lead the eye east to 
the Baptist Chapel, not much altered since it was built in 
1829. From the Chapel, as from most points in the Parish, 
you can gaze upon a landscape that has scarcely changed 
in a hundred years, dairy, beef and sheep country, working 
farms, centuries-old dwellings blending with newer 
buildings with names that point to past industries such as 
tile making. In Marsh, memories of busy coaching days 
are kept alive in the Flintlock Inn.

However, if there is a building that encapsulates the famed 
community spirit of this Parish it is the village hall, 
constructed in 1935 entirely by local people, none profiting 
- though the back-breaking work of hauling gravel from the 
river to make concrete was assisted by bread, cheese and 
plenty of fine cider!

Yarcombe is a close-knit community where you will never 
be without a friend and seldom without an event to attend. 
One of these events, Terrier Racing, has been the 
highlight of the annual calendar for forty-five years, an 
ever-popular evening of family entertainment drawing 
crowds from far and wide.

The stone tower of 
Yarcombe Church surveys 
this valley, silent witness to 
centuries of change. Yet 
the medieval masons who 
built the tower would find 
familiarity in the 
hedge-laying and 
apple-pressing, harvest 
and wassailing that make 
our 21st century village 
year - though the 
campaign for superfast 
broadband might have 
them scratching their 
heads. Past and present 
merge seamlessly. Do visit 
Yarcombe when you can.





45 MILES FOR 45 YEARS
We last met Andrew Palmer last year, after the first lockdown. After 
being made redundant, Andrew decided to take the plunge and set 
up his own business. Despite the challenges and restrictions of the 
past year, we?re thrilled to say that Andrew?s new business, Honiton 
Electrix, has been a great success: ?The business has gone from 
strength to strength, I have some fantastic 5-star reviews?. As well 
as starting his new business, Andrew has also been busy training for 
another challenge, an ultra-marathon. When asked what motivated 
him to take part, Andrew said, ?I am 45 years old and I wanted to run 
45 miles at 45 years and it just goes to show - never give up. If your 
first plan doesn?t work, change your strategy and try again. It can be 
the same at work when fault-finding and fixing, you may not solve it 
the first time but you have to keep trying and re-thinking until you are 
successful.?

Born and bred in Cornwall, Andrew said it was important to compete 
for the ultra-marathon on his home ground. And so on the 22nd May 
Andrew took part in the Classic Quarter, which is an extremely 
tough, off road, ultra-marathon. Starting at Lizard Point, Cornwall, 
(which is the most southern part of the UK) and to the western most 

tip, Land?s End, along the hills of the South West Coast Path. In case you?re wondering, the name Class Quarter relates 
to the fact that the course relates to 90 degrees of the compass! In total, the marathon includes 7,000 feet of ascent.The 
day itself started extremely wet and windy, before turning into extreme heat later in the afternoon. In the end, Andrew did 
himself proud and finished the ultra-marathon in 10 hours and 13 minutes, which was a huge achievement. Andrew was 
especially thrilled to complete this ultra-marathon as this was his third attempt at it.

The first time he attempted the race he was forced to stop the race at 35 miles because he was suffering from 
rhabdomyolysis, a painful and potentially life-threatening condition related to muscle damage. Frustratingly, Andrew?s 
second attempt saw him forced to withdraw for the same reason. After these two disappointing attempts, Andrew 
amended his training technique and prepared himself fully for the race with a carefully thought through hydration plan. 
Describing the race and its challenges, Andrew said it was 
daunting seeing the hilly track ahead, but equally it was 
rewarding and satisfying to see how far you had come.

Training for an ultra-marathon at the same time as starting a 
new business threw up many challenges, not least the matter 
of simply finding the time to train. The quick found success of 
his business meant he had to fit in training for many hours 
each week around his important clients. He said, "it was 
important to me that I maintained this high standard of work 
whilst training. I made sure that I did something almost every 
evening no matter how late I finished work and did the long 
runs on the weekend, sometimes starting at 6am so that I 
could fit in other things afterwards.? Well, he certainly 
managed to pull off two great achievements in this challenging 
year, so HVN would like to say a big congratulations, Andrew!



HOW GOOD IS YOUR GENERAL KNOWLEDGE?

1.Who killed Abraham Lincoln?

2.Which Fairytale creature is said to live at the 
end of the rainbow?

3.What is another name for a cowboy's "lariat"?

4.Cinnamon comes from what part of the plant?

5.Brazil nuts can only be pollinated by what?

6.What is the smallest country in the world?

7.Which English city was once known as 
Duroliponte?

8.In bowling what is the term for three 
consecutive strikes? 

9.Who was the only British Prime Minister to be 
assassinated?

10.Which vitamin is the only one that you will not 
find in an egg?

11.Who presented the TV quiz Blockbuster 
between 1983 and 1995?

12.Which singer has the most UK number one 
singles ever?

13.What is Cher's last name?

14.Which year was the Premier League 
founded?

15.What is the most northern capital cty in the 
world?

16.The denier scale is used to denote the 
density of what?

17.Which country has won the Eurovision Song 
Contest the most?

18.What is the Queen's full name?

19.How many stars are on the Brazilian flag?

20. What does Tom Hanks compare life to in 
"Forest Gump"?

Got you stumped? You'll find the answers 
inside the back cover - good luck!



NO MORE BAD HAIR DAYS FOR BERTIE

Hello! My name is Bertie and as a young Working 
Cocker Spaniel I am one very lucky pooch. I live in a 
beautiful valley near Honiton, and Hembury Fort is my 
castle.

At Bertie HQ we adore the long summer days. There 
is always plenty of fun stuff going on outside and I love 
to join in and even lend a paw where I can.

Recently there has been a lot of sporting activity 
happening around here. Our male human regularly 
leaves the pack and goes off to play golf. Based on his 
reactions when he gets back I can easily tell if it has 
been a good game or if he has spent too much time in 
the bunkers. Sometimes he practises in the garden 
and I am very good at finding any lost balls, especially 
if they end up in the hedge or the river - which is quite 
often.

My female human does something called Pilates 
which involves a big ball and a couple of baked bean 
cans, yes weird I know but she is a human. These 
sessions are now happening in the garden. I like to 
stretch out with her into a ?Down Dog position? for a bit 
but to be honest I soon get bored and would rather go 
for a swim or dig a big hole behind the shed.

One of my own favourite sports is chasing the ball; my human throws the ball and I get a great cardio workout 
running as fast as I can to fetch it back. Sometimes other dogs will join in this game and we have to race each 
other to get to the ball first. Coming from such a sporty pack I am pretty fit and can often run the fastest. I don?t 
stand a chance if it is Jazz though as she is half greyhound and as everyone knows they are the speediest dogs 
on the planet.

After all the activity I will go to incredible lengths to find a suitable spot for a snooze; there must be sun and shade 
so I can constantly move between the two to heat up 
and cool down. Sometimes the prime position is on the 
sofa but I have to use a bit of stealth if I want to claim it 
as this area is designated a human only zone (not by 
me though). It can be a tough life for a canine when 
even having a snoozle requires such strenuous 
activity.

It is always good to schedule in a bit of ?me time? and I 
wouldn?t be without my 3 monthly session at the pooch 
parlour. Now don't get me wrong I am not by any 
stretch of the imagination a ?pampered pooch? but 
Paula does a really fab wash and trim. She cuts my 
ears into a fashionable bob and clips away at all the 
hairy bits between my toes. I hope you will agree from 
my before and after photos what a handsome pup I 
am.

We are going to visit Maisie soon so I need to be 
looking my absolute best as she is one of those dogs 
who can wake up in the morning and without even so 
much as running a brush through her fur looks 
absolutely fabulous. A bit sickening really but I still love 
her to bits.





JOANNA SOUTHCOTT - THE DEVON HARVEST PROPHET

It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom, it was 
the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity, it 
was the season of Light, it was the season of Darkness, it was the spring of hope, 
it was the winter of despair, we had everything before us, we had nothing before 
us?  

So begins ?A Tale of Two Cities? by Charles Dickens, set in 1775. Further down the 
page, the author introduces us to a curious character, written about almost a 
century later as if everyone should know who she is:

Mrs. Southcott had recently attained her five-and-twentieth blessed birthday, of 
whom a prophetic private in the Life Guards had heralded the sublime appearance 
by announcing that arrangements were made for the swallowing up of London and 
Westminster.

Joanna Southcott was a Devon farmer?s daughter, housekeeper, upholsterer and 
prophet. In her lifetime of sixty-four years she published sixty five books and 
amassed over one hundred thousand followers across the English speaking world 
when the population of the UK was under 18 million.

She was born at Taleford Farm and at the age of three moved to a cottage on 
Hayne?s Lane in the parish of Gittisham where they kept cows and rabbits and 

grew vegetables. Although she left to work in Honiton and Exeter, she considered the village ?  where she was raised, 
and attended church and school ?  to be her home for the first four decades of her life, until her notoriety outgrew it.

She was approaching middle age when she made a name for herself as a Devon harvest prophet, before going on to 
foresee some of the key happenings in a turbulent period of European history dominated by Napoleon. Her father 
continued to reside in Gittisham until his death and is buried in St Michael?s churchyard. Once a site of pilgrimage, with 
Honiton Pottery producing souvenirs, the cottage burnt down in 1971; what is left of the site and the fields her family once 
farmed are being encroached on by the Hayne Farm development on one side and Heathpark on the other. 

Her writings are infused with the flora, fauna and folklore of Devon and interwoven with anecdotes from her early life and 
of her first loves; she is not shy of playing out grudges against the men who betrayed her, incuding a Reverend Pomeroy, 
a name he shared with a house in Gittisham. Although engaged with Methodist thinking, and eccentric in her theology, 
Joanna considered herself a lifelong Anglican and only wished to be recognised by the church that, being female, she 
could have no role in.

Finally the ?still, small voice? of her spirit guide made it known that Joanna was the ?woman clothed in the sun? predicted in 
the Book of Revelation, speaking to her in a fluent rhyming doggerel that some saw as sure proof she was channeling the 
word of God, considering the fluency of the verse she dictated beyond the capability of an unsophisticated country girl.

Some among her most devoted disciples believed she died a virgin, having given birth to Shiloh the second son of God 
on Christmas Day 1814, and waited in anticipation of her resurrection and the coming of the millennium when she died 
two days later.

The Southcottian movement persisted into the late twentieth century, regularly placing 
advertisements in national newspapers demanding the Bishops of the Church Of 
England gather according to her instructions at a time of national crisis and open her 
box of sealed prophesies. The casket remains locked, the bundles of unread writings 
intact, for the conditions have not been met.

There is no memorial to her here in her home village, although a museum of the 
movement she founded remains open to visitors in Bedford where her followers 
settled in the twentieth century under the leadership of Mabel Balthrop, or Octavia, 
whom her followers believed was Shiloh, the child of Joanna incarnate.

Several universities in England and America house extensive archives relating to 
Southcott?s life and work. Her story remains a rich source for writers on early 
feminism ?  she was the first woman to successfully prosecute a man for sexual 
molestation, representing herself at a hearing in the Guildhall of Exeter ?  and the 
history of the Visitation offers insights into how religious movements can rise up and 
prosper even as they are mocked and reviled, for she retained a strong following for 
almost two centuries after her death despite all the facts being against her.

 

by Damian Furniss



WHY BUY NATURE RESERVE CHARCOAL?

2021 is Wild East Devon?s second year of summer charcoal production, turning 
waste materials from winter conservation work into a fabulous product for 
barbecues or horticulture.

?Nature Reserve Charcoal? as it is 
called is being produced on our 
Knapp Copse Nature Reserve near 
Honiton, using a unique mobile 
charcoal kiln designed and 
manufactured right here in Devon. 
The Exeter Retort is self-fuelling, 
recycling the gasses from the wood 
being pyrolised (the technical term 
for turning something in charcoal) 
and returning them into the burn 
chamber to maintain a working heat 

of up to 500 degrees centigrade! At these very high temperatures, what would 
take a traditional ring kiln 36 hours to create, is done and dusted in a single 
working day.

Our favourite use for the charcoal within the team is for barbecuing, replacing unsustainable imported charcoal commonly 
found in mainstream retailers -, but the fine material can also be used as biochar - a transformative addition to soil 
improving plant vigour incredibly! At a time when going peat-free in our gardens is a non-negotiable option, adding 
biochar to your veggie bed or planters will improve soil condition, microbial activity and introduce important minerals in 
miraculous fashion!

We supply three local outlets, which combine to give us nationwide coverage 
for the extremely limited volumes we are able to produce. Darts Farm was the 
first local retailer to pick us up and has been selling our sacks for two years. 
Pipers Farm also 
sells the charcoal 
online with UK 
wide distribution, 
and we also 
supply a local 
co-operative of 
food producers 
called In My Back 
Yard based in 
East Devon. If 
you?ve not tried 
Nature Reserve 

Charcoal, either pop along to a retailer or order online and 
give us a try - your burgers and hotdogs or herbaceous 
borders will be directly benefitting East Devon?s wildlife!

Pick up your bag in-store from Dart?s Farm or online from 
Piper?s Farm and In My Back Yard.

Will Jones is the Engagement & 
Participation Officer for Wild East 
Devon, who manage ten nature 
reserves across the district from 
Axminster to Exmouth including the 
award-winning Seaton Wetlands. They 
operate a thriving outdoor learning 

service and deliver great public events for all ages. The team 
deliver practical habitat management, provide a range of 
volunteering opportunities, deliver an inspiring educational 
service to schools and community groups as well as a 
programme of outdoor events to bring families closer to 
nature.

by Will Jones



HONITON POTTERY THRIVING ON THE HIGH STREET
There is a long history of potters from Honiton, the earliest 
records seem to be in 1643 which can be found in the Honiton 
Churchwarden?s Accounts. Since then, pottery has been 
produced and sold from the town.

The Honiton Pottery Workshop was started in March 2020, after 
taking the pottery painting business over from the previous owner, 
who ran the pottery painting and milkshake bar for 14 years.

Covid arrived three weeks after we opened. Not in the business 
plan! However, we have managed to complete the changes we 
wanted to make, with the help of staff, family, friends - and not 
forgetting the landlord who, alongside his late wife, has owned 
the building since 1961 and manufactured and sold Honiton 
Pottery. A wide selection of Honiton Pottery is now on display at 
the Honiton Museum. There are collectors all around the world.

The Honiton Pottery Workshop gives people many different 
opportunities to lose themselves in a morning or afternoon at the pottery.

Pottery painting ? choose from a huge selection of bisqueware ready to be painted and left for us to fire, ready for 
collection; Making with clay - choose from many options; Taster session on the potter?s wheel; 6-week evening or day 
courses ? 6 per class; 6 week one-one tuition courses; Throwing only classes; 2- & 3-hour workshops consisting of 
wheel and hand building; Hand and foot prints 

Over the years the Pottery has been known for its wonderful milkshakes. The milkshakes are still available and made to 
order. The menu at the pottery also consists of a selection of teas, coffee, hot chocolates, soft drinks, and sweet treats 
including pancakes and waffles, served with cream or ice-cream and maple or chocolate sauce. Also available are a 
range of biscuits and flapjacks.

The Pottery is lucky to have a quite outside area where customers can sit and paint or just pop in for a coffee and a catch 
up in a lovely environment. It is open for parties; whether it is for children, grownups, Hens or Stags we can offer a 
package which in priced around your requirements. The children?s parties are so much fun - we suggest 2 hours, the first 
hour painting items from our party range while the last hour is finishing off and tucking into pancakes or waffles. The staff 
really enjoy making the birthday boy/girl feel extra special. The things that go on during the Hen Do?s are not allowed to 
be spoken about, but we allow for the Hens' party to bring their own drinks, so things can get a little rowdy! Enough said.

When the worst of Covid is behind us, we hope to roll out our corporate sessions - these are great fun, we use the potter?s 
wheel, hand building and a bit of pottery painting to get people talking, bonding and team building. Great to give people a 
chance to get to know each other away from the day job doing something totally different.

Christmas is a very busy time of year for the Pottery, with items of bisqueware going out to schools and groups for 
painting away from our premises; we then glaze and fire them ready for collection before Christmas. It is a crazy time, but 
the Pottery is buzzing and the atmosphere is amazing; we are planning late night painting and some craft workshops to 
really get into the idea of making gifts close to home rather than buying from the big multiples.

Here in Honiton, we are so lucky to have such lovely shops, creative people and such a caring community. We have been 
amazed by the generosity of people in the town who have been happy to help through what has been a tough year.

If there is anything we have not mentioned and you want further information, please feel free to pop in of contact 
us by email - enquiries@thehonitonpotteryworkshop.co.uk

  





BUDGET LAPTOPS AND UNIVERSITY
by Michaela Watkins

All being well I shall be off to university in September to complete my degree. For the 
past two years I have only had to travel to Bicton College two days a week; my next step 
is Plymouth University, and it is this step that has given me a reason to think about the 
device I take. My current laptop is an ageing Intel i5 with 6Gb memory and a 250Gb SSD 
with Windows 10 - it has served me well and has plenty of life left, but it?s heavy. There is 
plenty of choice out there between iPads, tablets, Chromebooks and budget Windows 
netbooks that have a paltry 64Gb solid state drive. One can have more storage but I?m 
attempting to keep to a budget of £350 tops.

Of all the things to consider, two that spring to mind are general operation and app 
support; there is also external support - can I connect an iPad or Android tablet to a projector? Hands-on experience has 
proved to me that university kit does not always deliver and one simply does not need the pressure of a waiting audience 
while you try to get your presentation going on a borrowed device - a device that you have to log on to and suddenly, you 
can?t remember your password.

There are USB-C/USB to HDMI adapters for tablets but it seems that for best results the device needs ?Thunderbolt 
technology? which blows away a £350 budget. From here we can forget the tablet route and stick with a traditional laptop. I 
feel better prepared with a laptop anyway. The big stores will have a huge range of laptops but whittle down machines 
within your budget and then those that are actually available for collection or delivery and the choices often narrow even 
more.

Given the choice I usually choose HP or Dell - that?s just me. Dell offers laptops on their website with 128Gb solid state 
drives for £329 (when I looked), HP was above £400 with 256Gb. 128Gb storage is not a lot but it is twice 64Gb and using 
Microsoft?s One Drive it is easy to keep stuff in the Cloud and not on the computer by right clicking a file or folder (that has 
a green tick in a circle) and choosing ?Free Up Space? - the file will then revert to being on-line only - ideal for when one 
has finished with a project or document. The other reason I would choose the Dell Inspiron 15 is simply because I like 
them and with the correct accessories I will be able to connect to any projector and have the battery power to get me 
through a good portion of the day. Along with a hardened case and keeping the power lead in my rucksack I should be 
good to go. The hardened case, mouse and projector attachments will likely push the budget closer to £400 but I feel 
more confident that I have what I need for the year ahead.



THE EGYPTIAN AMBASSADOR OF LUPPITT

 Douglas Broom has lived in Honiton for over sixty years, but still 
considers the village of Luppitt as the loveliest place on God?s green 
earth. Every child brought up in a Devon village during the war knows 
the hardships and sacrifices required to survive, but the Broom family 
also lost their father to diabetes when they were still young. This left 
Mrs Broom with three children (Douglas, Christine & Robin) to bring 
up alone. The family lived in one of the six council houses in Luppitt, 
which at the time had no heating, no running water nor toilet facilities. 
There was a water well in the yard, and the ?night waste? from the 
?gazunder? was used in the age-old traditional way to improve the 
crops.

Mrs Broom, before she was married, had been cook at the Bishop?s 
Tower in Offwell. The Tower was built originally in 1843 by the 
Reverend E Copleston, Bishop of Llandaff and Dean of St. Pauls, 
and was said to have been erected by the Bishop so that he could 
see an identical tower his brother had erected in his diocese of 
Llandaff across the Bristol Channel.

Mrs Broom worked for Harold and Clara Priest and their daughter, 
Patricia May Pansy, at Sparkling Brook cottage Harold Priest was a 
well-known naturalist and author. Douglas recalls that in order to allow Mrs Broom to work and not worry about the 
children, Harold Priest would regale the children with stories of adventures and wild animals in Africa, while Mrs Broom 
quietly worked.

During the war Patricia Priest met the Egyptian Ambassador to London, Dr Hassan 
Nachat Pasha. After a number of embassy staff were killed in the London 
bombings, the unofficial Egyptian ?Embassy? was moved to Luppitt; not wholly 
unconnected to the fact that a certain young lady lived there.

Nachat Pasha had been Ambassador in Berlin before arriving in Britain, and 
friendship with Hitler and Ribbentrop must have caused some concern for the 
British Government. However, from 1940  Luppitt 42 was the telephone number of 
Ferndale, now the official residence of the Egyptian Ambassador. A familiar sight in 
Luppitt would be the red and white chauffeur-driven Buick Saloon car, complete 
with pennant adorned on the bonnet proclaiming AMBASSADOR EIGHT. A young 
Douglas Broom fondly remembers the day he got a ride in the Ambassador?s car, 
which is perhaps why later in life he purchased his treasured Armstrong Siddeley 
1935 Sports Foursome.

Anyway, romance blossomed for Nachat Pasha and Miss Pansy Priest, and they 
were married on the 24th October 1944 at the Egyptian Embassy, Bute House in London. The bridegroom's best man 
was the exiled King Zog of Albania and the Matron of Honour was King Zog's wife Queen Geraldine. They had four 
children, all girls, and kept their ties with Luppitt until his death in 1969 (with thanks to Grahame Smith. Luppitt Local 
History Group).

The presence of the Ambassador?s family in Luppitt 
added a bit of colour in difficult times; food shortages 
combined with years of bad weather meant a far-from 
idyllic life for this close-knit rural community. Farming 
neighbour, Roy Edwards, provided employment for 
young 14-year-old Douglas; through hard work and 
helpful neighbours, the Broom family thrived.

Douglas, recalling his school days, remembers that 
the Luppitt river was known to the villagers as ?Luppitt 
Sea?; when the ford flooded, there was no way for the 
children to get to school. The harsh winters such as 
1947 were a challenge for children growing up in 
village communities: but for Douglas, come rain or 
shine, Luppitt is the only place he ever wanted to call 
home.

by Chris Doran



A RUNNING GROUP FOR WOMEN, RUN BY WOMEN

W A N T ED  U RGEN T LY
W or k in g scooter s 

W h eelch ai r s (m an u al  or  electr i c)

&  w alker s w i th  seats

 f or

 T h e Joe Gi l son  M obi l i ty  Sch em e

 Please p h on e 0 140 4 43341

Since its inception in Honiton three years ago, the group has gone from strength to strength, 
attracting a variety of members. Celebrating women of all ages and abilities, we are a fun, 
friendly, non competitive group who support each other to achieve their own personal goals. 
Anything from a 5k Parkrun, to the London Marathon, and even RTTS Ultra Marathon.

You can't miss us, we are a bright sea of colour, catching up weekly, putting the worlds to 
rights. In the past 12 months our membership numbers have soared, requiring us to train two 
additional leaders. During the dark winter months, we tend to stay in and around Honiton. On 
summer runs we manage to venture out and about, exploring and loving everything that East 
Devon has to offer.

The Blue Birds, as we are affectionately known, will be seen at a multitude of local running 
events, most recently taking part in the inaugural Sid Valley Half and tough runner 10k at 

Escot. We like nothing more than setting crazy, fun challenges; fancy dress costumes are always encourage -  Christmas, 
special birthdays and any excuse for dressing up. The more elaborate the better. Recent guest appearances from, 
Pamela Anderson, Ted Hastings, Joe Exotic, Tigger, Mary and Jesus 
and many more. One of the highlights from 2020 was witnessing The 
Virgin Mary giving birth to Baby Jesus at the top of Church Hill, after 
chasing Santa on his sleigh.

We routinely meet on a Wednesday evening. However social runs and 
gatherings are organised between members regularly.

We are not just a running group. We are united through running, taking 
ownership of our health and wellbeing together!
During the pandemic we have managed to encourage each other with 
virtual challenges being a shining beacon of love and support throughout 
what has been a rollercoaster of a year.

Follow us on intagram WOTRHontion and like us on Facebook Women on the run - Honiton Wednesday Group

by Claire Jeans



SUNNY DAYS AND HAPPY DOGS

Jude Davidson is an award winning dog walker and cat sitter who also loves writing dog blogs. She lives 
in Honiton with her cat Lunar and her dog Elsa and is the owner of Park Life Honiton which she started 5 
years ago. 

Jude has honed her walks into activities-based wilderness trails, designed for gun dogs to improve their 
focus, socialisation, general health and happiness in the beautiful Blackdown Hills. She provides top tip 
videos, lovely photography, stories and information to her customers so they can be part of the fun too.

To join the Park Life Wilderness Club or for more information

07427500766 or parklifehoniton@gmail.com

by Jude Davidson

With the lovely hot weather beating down on us there are a few things to take into 
consideration when you?re out with your dog. 

Unlike humans, dogs regulate their body temperature through panting and the only 
sweat glands that they have are in their feet and nose. You can imagine that 
pavement walking and being trapped in a car on hot days really can be a huge 
issue for dogs. Constantly drawing in warm air or standing on hot surfaces is not 
only a very unnatural environment which they can?t control, it?s also a big killer 
during summer time and more dogs are dying because of being exercised on hot 
days than being shut in cars. Heatstroke can lead to permanent internal organ 
damage and death very quickly because once a dog's body temperature goes 
above 39-41 degrees it is very difficult to for them to bring it back down by 
themselves, which means the temperature will just keep rising, eventually cooking 
their own internal organs. Gruesome aye!!! 

So, here are a few tips to keep your dog safe and cool in the summer months.

- Walk your dog either end of the day and avoid the hottest time. Or, if like me, you have no choice but to walk at 
the warmest part of the day, take the dogs to hilltops (where there is a better breeze), woodland areas and places 
where they can swim. The hard walking stops and the gentle games like sniffari?s are adopted. No pavement 
walks!

 - Take water with you and if you?re out for the day you can pour this over your dog - but make sure the water 
isn?t freezing because your dog might go into shock.

 - Adopt the 5 second rule by placing the back of your hand on the pavement; if you can leave your hand there for 
more than 5 seconds then it should be safe for most dogs. 

- Stop your dog from running around - dogs can be a bit dim when it comes to play because some are play 
obsessed. It?s your job to take their best interests into consideration. 

- Don?t leave your dog in the car! it doesn?t matter how long it is. Not only will you have the general public 
breathing down your neck and risk your car getting broken into by the police, you could end up in court for 
animal cruelty. 

- Keep your dog at a good weight - excess weight can easily lead to overheating and I can?t tell you how much it 
breaks my heart to see fat dogs struggling on hot days. You should be able to feel their ribs easily all the way 
down without pressing, partly see the spine and they shouldn?t be flat on the back.

- Use Kongs with frozen mush inside and scatter feed in a shaded area 
instead of a walk in the day. I would feed little and often instead of big meals. 
Like us, big meals can be offputting when it?s too hot, which is why lots of 
dogs won?t eat.

Please bear in mind that there are certain breeds that are very well adapted to the 
heat and can tolerate higher temperatures much better than others.

I think it?s important to be aware of the signs of a dog struggling to cope with the 
heat before accusations and action are taken. Heavy panting, drooling, reddened 
gums, vomiting, diarrhea, unco-ordinated movement, unresponsive and collapse 
are classic signs. Also checking your dog's feet and the temperature of the 
pavement should be done regularly when it?s hot. 

Pugs and flat nosed dogs, very large or very small dogs, puppies, old dogs, dogs 
with health issues, long haired or fluffy dogs and fat dogs are the dogs at the 
biggest risk of struggling in the heat and should be really considered during the hot 
months.



On July 5th 1948 our NHS was born, bringing free 
healthcare to everyone.  We will all have received care 
from this national institution in one way or another and 
most of the time we just reckon on it being there to help us 
in our time of need. In March 2020 when we were 
suddenly in the grip of the Coronavirus pandemic, our 
frontline NHS staff kept all the critical services going from 
our Honiton Community Hospital and Surgery.

Honiton Hospital and Community League of Friends is a 
local charity dedicated to supporting the work of our local 
NHS and allied professionals. We also aim to provide 
those little extra comforts that make a long shift easier to 
get through, like some comfortable outside seating to take 
breaks in the fresh air on a sunny day, and keeping all the 
flower pots around the grounds looking attractive through 

the seasons. We also own and run the vending machines 
in the foyer that are well used by staff, patients and visitors 
to the hospital; we would very much like to upgrade them 
when funds allow.

July 5th has been designated ?NHS, Social Care and 
Frontline Worker?s Day? and it is hoped that each year 
individuals and communities will use the time around this 
date to pay tribute to our NHS and Social Care staff and to 
the valuable work they do for us all.

Remember the NHS is absolutely there for us when we 
need it but it is local charities like ours that provide extras 
through our fundraising and volunteering work; all 
donations go directly to support the care and health 
services you will use in Honiton.

How you can get involved : Traditionally this would have 
been the time of year for the much celebrated Honiton 
Hospital Fete.  As it is not possible to hold the fete at the 
hospital this year we are asking you to think of maybe 
holding little fundraising events of your own and donate 
the proceeds to Honiton Hospital League of Friends. If 
each household raised a fiver then collectively we would 
be able to make a huge difference.

The Conservative Club is holding a quiz night on July 3rd 
with proceeds to the League of Friends, a table of up to 6 
for £2.50 per person can be booked by phoning 01404 
42525.

On Charter Day, Saturday 31st July, you will find the 
League of Friends gazebo on Allhallows playing Fields.  
We hope to recreate some of the traditional fete 
atmosphere with those popular games like ?guess the 
number of sweets in the jar" and "guess the weight of the 
cake?.  There will also be lots of information about what 
services are available from the hospital so please do pop 
down and say "hello? as we will be very happy to see you!

To inform us of a fundraising event or to make a 
donation, email honitonhospitalfriends@gmail or 

phone and leave a message on 07966135442

HONITON HOSPITAL AND COMMUNITY LEAGUE OF FRIENDS

Committee members Ann Owens, Heather Penwarden, 
Lynn Whithear and Maddie Harley discuss business 

over coffee and cake



Don't forget to keep us up to date with what is happening in your part of our community. 

We would be happy to share your news for you if it relates to Honiton and the surrounding villages.

Contact us on honitonvillagenews@gmail.com

COMMUNITY NEWS
Awliscombe Parish Council

Like all Parish Councils we have had to adjust over the past year from regular 
meetings in the village hall to Zoom meetings - which has been a new 
experience for some of us! I would imagine there are a lot of people out there 
who feel like that!

During the pandemic we have managed to get Highways to repair some of our 
roads and potholes and we have had a mix of planning applications which have 
included various extensions and additions to existing properties but also two 
houses for local families.

It is normal in April each year for the village to have a litter pick and cleaning up 
day.  However, as we were still under restrictions we were not able to proceed but it was good to see that as villagers 
have been out on their daily walks many have collected from the verges and kept the village tidy, for which we are all 
grateful.

We would also like to take this opportunity to thank our Parish Clerk Sally Maynard for all the help and organisational 
skills that she has done for the Parish in the last 14 years.  The Clerk plays a pivotal role in a Parish Council and she 
will be much missed as she has now decided that she would like to step down. This means that we are on the look out 
for a suitable replacement.  If you are interested in taking on this role for the community we would love to hear from 
you - please contact Richard Lawrence (Chairman of the Parish Council) 01404 42825 if you would be interested in 
this position, which comes with a salary.

Totally Local Fiver Fest
During June, our High Street has been awash with traders taking part in Honiton Fiver Fest ? 
a two week celebration of community support for independent, local shopping. To participate, 
traders offered a higher priced product or service for just £5 for the duration of the Fiver Fest 
from 12th to 26th June.

The Fiver Fest aimed to remind residents about the amazing independent, local shopping that 
we have available - not only to preserve the unique character of Honiton as a town, but also 
because doing so can put tens of millions of pounds into circulation in the local economy. 
More wealth being retained in the community means better upkeep, better facilities, better 
amenities and better services.

Fiver Fest organisers Jake Bonetta (Honiton Town Council), Kate Dixon 
(The Photography Shop), Jason Hannay (Cool Heat South West), Fiona 
Hanratty (Lacemakers Café, Town Council), Helen Newman (Honiton 
Sports), Liz Pole (Business and Community Columnist) and Bev Stamp 
(Natural Beauty By Bev) worked hard to sign up independent local traders 
to the scheme, and to publicise the Fiver Fest to residents.

There were some amazing offers available to those shopping on the High 
Street during June. Were you there out and about to grab your bargains? 
It just goes to show how lucky we are that our town has such an amazing 
array of shops. As we go forward, remember ? shop local.



This very helpful and timely offer of 
support for our business recovery 
comes from a fellow Chamber 
member Cosmic, a social 
enterprise specialising in a range 
of digital skills.

Cosmic, in partnership with the Heart of the South West 
Growth Hub and Devon County Council, are offering a 
programme of Retail Recovery Weeks throughout June & 
July. 

This programme is funded by the European Regional 
Development Fund and provides free training and support 
to retail businesses in Devon and Somerset. By signing up 
to the week of free support, businesses will have access to 
three workshops, covering Selling Online, Social Media and 
Digital Marketing strategies as well as the opportunity for 
1:1 support with their Digital Trainers.

Hello Readers, Welcome to sunny July fingers crossed!

At the time of writing in mid June ?twas proper hot!

It was great to be back on the High Street on Saturday 5th June, with our 
lovely ladies selling plants and jewellery. Two Lions were selling tickets for 

our Autumn Draw. We sold approximately 100 tickets during the morning and our plant 
and jewellery sale raised £206. Thank you to all who visited us - a special thanks to Carl 
the market manager for his help on the morning.

At our meeting at the beginning of June we heard that a spritely pensioner, Len Styles, is 
doing a wing walk at Dunkeswell Airfield to raise money for Hospicare. After his wing 
walk he is running back to Honiton through the lanes to his home in Exeter Road; he will 
then collect his bicycle and finish  off with a thirty mile circular cycle ride . Good luck Len - 
I am pleased to report that the Lions decided to support him with a donation of £200.

The Lions also decided to support Creative Opportunities for Independence (COFI ) 
workshop in King Street. They need some tools and equipment to make their workshop more useable ! I will give more 
information on this on next month.

31st July is our Classic car day at Allhallows field at The Honiton Market Charter Day celebrations. It?s not too late to 
enter you classic car, please find entry form on our web site or phone Lion Kevin Linsdell on 01404 42464 who will be 
pleased to help.

Looking forward to 2022 we will hopefully be having a Mole Screening Day to support Cancer Research UK - watch 
this space.

Finally If you would like to find out more about Lions Clubs International - in particular Honiton Lions Club - 
please give me Brian the Lion a call on 01404 43738

Smeatharpe Airfield
A service was held on Smeatharpe Airfield to 
commemorate the anniversary of D Day. The 
historic airfield was the base for the 9th USAAF 
during WWII and is famously known for the 
departure of Easy Company of the 101st Airborne 
PIR depicted in the TV series Band of Brothers 
produced by Stephen Spielberg and Tom Hanks.

The service was conducted by the Rev Ron White 
and attended by members of the Military Vehicle 
Trust arriving in a convoy of WWII Jeeps.

Several local villagers were gathered at the memorial 
for a singalong organised by the Upottery Airfield 
Heritage Trust and Living History Group.

Wreaths were laid at the memorial in memory of all 
who took part in the D Day invasions 6th June 1944

COMMUNITY NEWS
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Honiton Carers Support Group

We celebrated Carers Week  on Tuesday 8th June 
at The Kitchen at Combe Garden Centre by 
enjoying some scrumptious cakes and drinks 
together as a treat for the unpaid carers and their 
loved ones. The free raffle for a delicious bottle of 
pink sparkling wine as a special thank you gift to 
the carers who attended was on by Jackie Crook,

 A long standing 
carer. A wonderful 
time was definitely 
had by everyone.  
Honiton Carers 
would like to thank 
Beverly & Caitlin 
from The Kitchen 
for their constant 
excellent service 
when we visit and 
especially today for 
their generosity 
and support.

We meet every Wednesday at The Kitchen at 
Combe Garden Centre between 2.00 - 3.30 pm, all 
unpaid carers and their loved ones are most 
welcome.

For further information please 
emailwinniekjaer@btinternet.comor

Despite the wet weather, Honiton u3a celebrated the first National u3a Day in style. The event 
outside St. Paul?s Church on June 2nd was officially opened by the Mayor, Councillor John 
Zarczynski, accompanied by Dave Retter the Town Crier, and by Honiton u3a Chairman Peter 
Halse.

A selection of music was played by the Folk Dance Band and by the Recorder Group, and 
was enjoyed by the many members of the public who visited the stall to find out about u3a. Many existing members 
also took the opportunity to pay a visit.

In the afternoon, u3a members and their invited guests enjoyed a special Zoom talk given by Dr Alun Withey of Exeter 
University. In his talk, entitled ?To Beard Or Not To Beard?, he took his 
listeners on a journey through shaving and grooming trends from 
1650 - 1900.

During the week leading up to u3a Day, there was also a Spot the 
Teddies competition, in which the public and members were asked to 
hunt out knitted teddy bears hidden in shop windows all over Honiton 
town centre. Prizes for the competition were donated by local 
businesses.

u3a members have continued to enjoy a wide range of monthly talks, 
all held on Zoom. The subject of July?s talk is Beaver Trials on the 
River Otter. The group is hoping to return to the Beehive soon for 
their monthly talks.

Honiton u3a is a group of 230 like-minded people seeking to go from retired to inspired, to enjoy the freedom that is 
your third age.

 For details of how to join u3a, go to u3asites.org.uk/Honiton

Local author Terry Darrant recently 
launched a second edition of his highly 
successful book on the history of Honiton 
street names. When ?The Honiton A to Z: A 
Street by Street History? was originally 
published in the midst of the pre-Christmas 
shopping frenzy, it sold out in a matter of 
days. So many people were disappointed 
not to be able to obtain a copy, that Terry 
has now produced a second edition of the 

book.

Terry explained: ?When all the copies were gone within two 
weeks, I was shocked and delighted at how popular it was. I 
guess the vast majority of Honiton stockings must have a 
had a copy in them on Christmas morning. After such a 
horrible year, the novelty must have appealed to people.?

The book shows how many of Honiton?s street names reflect 
its former citizens, including previous mayors and town 
clerks. And appropriately for the year we have all just lived 
through, several streets were named after Honiton?s notable 
doctors, including John Jerrard, whose generous bequest in 
1942 was used to build the Jerrard Wing of the hospital, and 
Terry Glanvill, who was not only a very popular GP but also 
held the office of mayor four times.

Reflecting on the success of the book so far, Terry Darrant 
added: ?Since DecemberI've received so many requests for 
more copies of the book. Several shops said they could 
have sold dozens more.?

The revised and updated edition of ?The Honiton A to Z: A 
Street by Street History? is available fromAllhallows 
Museum,The Little Shop of Seasons, Leesons and Planet 
Sal.
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Rotary is made up of 
men and women from all 
walks of life. Members 
serve the community, 
raising funds and 

distributing it to others who need it, be it localor 
International.

The group meets weekly on a Tuesday evening at 6.30 
pm via zoom at present, hoping to go to regular meetings 
with a meal at Tumbling weir when allowed.

Summer Fun Run

Time to get your running shoes on.

Following the success of our Santa Fun Run in 
December 2020, we are holding a 3.5 mile fun run 
around Ottery on 26th July 2021, starting at 6.30 pm at 
Land of Caanan, Ottery St Mary.

Entry fees: Adult £5, under 16 £2, Family £10 (this 
includes refreshment at the end of the race).The race 
will be marshalled. Online entries only from: 
summerfunrun21@gmail.com. Closing date for 
entries 23rd July 2021

Devon County Show

We are delighted to be able to support the Devon County 

Show from 2nd to 4th July; we will be on the 4 gates 
around the County show and will be very happy to meet 
and greet you.

Community Raffle

This is an opportunity for any local charity, school, local 
groups or clubs to be part of. At no cost to the group, 
Otter Valley supplies the raffle tickets, with your own logo 
on. Top prize of £1,000. The cost of a ticket is £1, your 
organisation keeps 90p from every ticket sold. An easy 
way for you to raise funds. If you would like to be part 
of this, please contact Otter Valley Rotarian Mike 
Huxtable via email mthuxtable@aol.com. He will be 
happy to guide you through the process.

Join Rotary

If you enjoy serving your community, why not join Otter 
Valley Rotary? You would be made very welcome.For 
more information view our website : Otter Valley Rotary. 
You can also follow us on Facebook and Twitter.

Please contact Secretary Jim Cobley 
jamesgcobley@tiscali.co.uk if you require funds, or 
volunteers, we will do our best to support your 
cause.



ANSWERS TO THE QUIZ

WELCOME TO NEW COMMUNITY SERVICES MANAGER
On 1st May 2021 I was very pleased to join the Honiton and Ottery St Mary (HOSM) Community Health and 
Social Care Team as the new Community Services Manager, employed jointly by the Royal Devon and 
Exeter Health Care Trust and Devon County Council.

I am lucky enough to have lived in beautiful East Devon for 20 years and hope that my, more than, 30 years 
of experience working in Health and Social Care will permit me to support effectively the important and often challenging 
work my new colleagues do every day.

I started my working life training as a General Nurse and then as a Mental Health Nurse; thorough my career I have been 
fortunate to work in a variety of health care settings, with Social Care teams, as a Care Service Regulator and as 
Community Service Manager in Exeter for the five years prior to moving across to HOSM.

These first few weeks have flown by and I have really enjoyed getting to know the friendly and hardworking staff in 
HOSM. The Teams, who work with adults over the age of 18, consist of staff employed by the Royal Devon and Exeter 
NHS Trust, Community Nurses, Occupational Therapists, Physiotherapists and skilled support workers,  who provide 
hands on care and  support to help people to recover from illness and stay safe in their homes. Working alongside our 
clinical teams we also have a skilled and dedicated Devon County Council employed team of Social Work staff who focus 
on responding to concerns about the safety and wellbeing of people in our community and arranging care and support 
where required. They are all supported by a skilled Business support team, who keep things running smoothly. Many of 
these services run across 7 days; with our dedicated support workers caring for people in our community from 7.30am to 
10pm every day of the week.

The pandemic has been a real challenge for us all, but I have been encouraged to join a team who have stayed resilient, 
caring for each other as well as their patients. As we work towards a return to normality, the teams have been really 
engaged in how we learn from the experience of the pandemic - for example looking at how we increase use of 
technology to support our communities, but remain keen to establish more face-to-face contact with people where this is 
safe and effective.

I have been fortunate to meet some of the voluntary sector leaders in the HOSM area and have been inspired by the 
enormous amounts of work being done every day by members of the community to ensure this is a safe, compassionate 
and happy place to live. I look forward to getting to know many more people in the community, including colleagues 
working hard in the independent sector, care homes and care agencies, as vital partners and contributors to the 
wellbeing of our community.

I?m always interested in feedback whether to acknowledge good work of the team or to help us learn how to do better; so 
please do feel free to email me s.spratling@nhs.net.

Stephen Spratling

1.John Wilkes Booth

2.Leprechaun

3.Rope

4.The bark

5.By bees

6.Vatican City

7.Cambridge

8.Turkey

9.Spencer Perceval May in 
1812

10.Vitamin C

11.Bob Holness

12.Elvis Presley

13.Sarkisian

14.1992

15.Reykjavik

16.Tights or stockings

17.Ireland

18.Elizabeth Alexandra Mary 
Windsor

19.27

20.A box of chocolates
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